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this single terminal geometry, the conductance of
the quantum dot cannot be measured. However,
one can monitor the average charge Q on the dot
as a function of gate voltage; Le., one can measure
the capacitance of the dot. Such experiments have
b)
Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of a quantum dot con-
nected to a bulk 2D electrode. The dot is formed by
applying negative voltage to the gates (shaded). Solid
line shows the boundary of the 20 electron gas (20EG).
Electrostatic conditions in the dot are controlled by the
gate voltage Vg. Voltage Va applied to the auxiliary gates
controls the transmission coefficient T through the con-
striction. (b) Constriction between two 20 regions.
Inside the constriction the wave functions have 10 form
which can be modeled by a single channel.
2DEG
a)Several years ago, Professor Kastner's group1 dis-covered that the conductance through a quantum
dot exhibits periodic oscillations as a function of
gate voltage. These oscillations were interpreted
as being due to the Coulomb blockade energy for
adding an electron to the quantum dot. Most of the
experimental and theoretical work dealt with the
condition of strong blockade, where the electron
states on the dot is coupled weakly to the states in
the leads because the tunneling matrix element is
small. However, it can be seen from the data that
as the gate voltage is increased and the coupling
between the dot and the leads becomes stronger,
the sharp Coulomb blockade structures begin to
merge and eventually become sinusoidal oscil-
lations on top of a smooth background. The ques-
tion then arises: what is the condition under which
Coulomb blockade disappears as the coupling to
the leads increases? Is there any signature
remaining of the discrete quantization of charge as
the dot becomes more open to the outside reser-
voir? This question was addressed by our research
group in the past year.
Instead of tackling the transport problem, a slightly
simpler problem was considered. The quantum dot
is coupled to the outside reservoir via only a single
lead, as shown in figure 1a. Furthermore, the lead
is assumed to narrow adiabatically as shown in
figure 1b, so that the electron state in the narrow
region can be described by a single channel. In
1 M.A. Kastner, Rev. Mod. Phys. 64: 849 (1992).
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been carried out by Professor Ashoori's group.2 The
coupling of the dot to the outside reservoir can be
parametrized by the transmission coefficient T of
the narrow lead. If T=0, the dot is completely iso-
lated, and we expect perfect charge quantization,
and Q should increase in steps as shown by the
thick solid line in figure 2. If T = 1, the dot is fully
open to the outside reservoir, and we expect no
Coulomb blockade effect at all. Therefore, Q
should be a simple linear function of the gate
voltage, as shown by the thin solid lin~ in figure 2.
The question of interest is: what is the behavior of
Q for intermediate T. The results are found to be
the following:
1. If the electron is spin polarized, for instance, by
an external magnetic field, the result is that for
T slightly less than unity, the charge fluctuation
can be described by a sinusoidal function. In
this case, the Coulomb blockade washes out
gradually as the coupling to the lead increases.
2. If the electron spin degeneracy is not lifted, a
rather unexpected result is obtained. For any
value of T between 0 and 1, it was found that
Q as a function of gate voltage retains a non-
analytic behavior at the point where Coulomb
blockade occurs for the truly isolated dot.
There is some residual memory of the
blockade condition even when the dot is par-
tially open to the outside reservoir. This sur-
prising finding is related to rather subtle effects
connected with the two channel Kondo
problem, with the spin degeneracy playing the
role of the two channels. In particular, the
slope of the curve shown in figure 2, i.e., the
capacitance, is predicted to show a logarithmic
divergence whenever Q is a half integer.
In conclusion, the capacitance of a quantum dot
coupled to the outside world is predicted to exhibit
2 R.C. Ashoori et aI., Phys. Rev. Lett: 68: 3088 (1992).
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Figure 2. The average charge Q of the dot as a function
of dimensionless gate voltage N at different values of
transmission coefficient: T = 0 (solid line), T<1 (dashed
line), 1 - T<1 (dash-dotted line), and T = 1 (thin line).
quite different behavior depending on the presence
or absence of a magnetic field. We are hopeful
that in the future, this prediction can be tested by
capacitance measurements of the kind carried out
by Professor Ashoori's group.
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